


NO NEED TO COMPROMISE! ROYAL DECKING GIVES 
YOU EXCELLENCE AND AESTHETICS IN ONE!

In the past one was forced to chooses between a high 
maintenance natural wood deck such as Balau, and a high 
performance but synthetic looking composite deck.

Now, following a breakthrough in technology, Royal Decking 
brings you a composite deck with all its advantages but 
with the look of exotic wood in a variety of colors!

The development of a unique composite and an exclusive 
color injection technique gives each board unique color 
veining and texture so that it won’t look artificial. This 
formulation ensures each board will lighten gradually over 
time to a beautiful seasoned tone, giving you a natural 
looking deck that mimics the look of exotic hardwoods 
such as Ipe, Teak, Cypress and more!







ROYAL DECKING IS MORE THAN AESTHETICS,  
IT’S A LIFESTYLE!

The South African sun has long been the enemy of 
natural wood decks like Balau and others.  
Splintering, cracking, splitting and fading are all 
caused by the elements. Deck owners are forced, in 
a constant attempt to maintain the wood, to care for 
their deck several times a year. Maintenance typically 
includes a chemical wash, sanding and oiling, a time 
consuming routine requiring some skill.

Royal Decking is engineered to perform under the 
toughest weather conditions and will not be affected 
by the sun. It will never, split, crack, rot or wrap!







NO MORE SCREWS, 
JUST FLAWLESS SURFACES!

Another typical concern with decks is that 
of screws. They tend to protrude above the 
surface of the deck, mostly as the result of 
constant sanding and warping of the wood. 
A protruding screw is not only ugly but a 
hazard to children and adults’ feet alike.

Royal Decking is installed with hidden 
fasteners, eliminating the danger of screws 
giving the deck a clean flawless appearance!







Charcoal

Antique

Teak

Mica Ash

Cedar

Redwood

Silver Grey

Sand

Ipe

Smoke White

Willow

Maple

Claret

Chocolate

Splinter 
Resistant

Fade 
Resistant

Weather 
Resistant

Mold 
Resistant

Termite 
Resistant

Low 
Maintenance

Stain 
Resistant

The Manufacturer is:




